
THE LOSS OF INNOCENCE IN THE BOOK BLESS ME ULTIMA

The philosophy of the loss of one's innocence is a definite theme in the book Bless Me, Ultima. This theme is displayed
throughout the entire.

Even though it was tough going through all these events, Antonio receives strength that will assist him
extremely throughout his life, with fights and revelations. But what's interesting here is not the fact that
Antonio grows up hate to say it, but we kind of saw that one coming , but how he grows up. Antonio must
learn to choose between the conventional values of the Church and the modern beliefs of the Golden Carp by
comparing and contrasting the two religions. When Antonio goes to school, he is forced to experience the
English-speaking academic world of the rest of the United States. Antonio's mother associates the loss of
innocence with sin and corruption, but Antonio eventually understands that loss of innocence is a crucial part
of growing up. He is confused in where his faith lies and begins to suffer from this in his dreams. When citing
an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. The ordinary procedure of distinctive growth
begins for Antonio. Who helps us decide our future? In some ways, Antonio matures far faster than his
friends. His incidents have developed the brawny, grown man he will soon be. Until we get a mature age to
understand and accept the life just how it is. Does he find all those answers? He is convinced that the Golden
Carp can literally assist him throughout his search for theological clarity. Near the end of the novel, Anaya
explains that the goodness of a person is determined solely by his or her actions. They change mentally and
physically whether for good or bad. Ultimas role in the pueblo communities of New Mexico was to basically
be the doctor that the people didn 't have. As a child grows up, he or she starts to know about the harsh,
intolerable conditions of life. Eventually, Ultima teaches Antonio that identity can be a combination of
cultures and that he does not have to pick one side of the family to follow. At the end of his struggle to
understand, the boy reaches the peace of mind he was seeking. As the novel opens, the Marez family is
incomplete because Leon, Eugene, and Andrew are all fighting overseas. He is forced to navigate this world
and find his place within it, all while trying to please his parents. Because dreams are not an exact mirror of
reality, they become the perfect tool for introducing symbolism. To get his answers, he must undergo a
transformation. To attain maturity, you must have a loss of innocence. Who wrote this essay? Ultima gives
Tony spiritual healing throughout the book, as well as advice to keep him in harmony with nature and his
spirit While he keeps on doubting his ideology, Antonio discovers ease and advice in the heathen God, the
Golden Carp. Good versus Evil The conflict between good and evil in the novel is characterized through the
relationship between Ultima and Tenorio. In the book when Ultima moves in with the Marez family, an owl
follows. When someone has believed something for a long time, it is hard for them to accept the truth, so they
are usually trapped between an enchanting belief and reality. There's a problem with this paper. As the novel
progresses, Antonio becomes more and more cognizant of the good and evil present in the world. The first
time Antonio goes to school, he is scared of his peers and is not capable of thinking for himself.


